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We've all seen that breathtaking woman who walks into the room.You know the one, that pretty
girl that steals all the attention? She saunters in and all heads turn her way, including yours!
What. A. Knockout. We've all felt that distinct pang of envy. What makes her so special? It's time
to take control of your own destiny.What you don't know yet is that the pretty girl has a secret.
She knows how to unlock her own appeal and now it's yours for the taking. You too can be that
pretty girl every day using these tried and true lessons learned by a pretty girl on the inside who
blossomed into a pretty girl on the outside.You'll learn how to:*Accentuate the positive- tips
every pretty girl needs for beautiful hair and makeup!*Eliminate the negative - avoid fashion
blunders that steal the spotlight and reinforce a healthy diet and exercise regimen!*Latch on to
your own affirmative by embracing the grace, manners and positivity you were born with!Learn
the secret appeal all women possess- just waiting to be unlocked. It's time to let your inner
butterfly emerge from the chrysalis. The next time She walks into the room and heads turn, all
eyes will be on You. Timeless, elegant, confident- just plain pretty.Click the "BUY NOW" button.



PRETTY GIRL Texas Rangers

How to Act Elegantly Everywhere!: Manners & Etiquette for Every Occasion (Elegance Book 2)
How to Look Elegant Every Day!: Colors, Makeup, Clothing, Skin & Hair, Posture and More
(Elegance Book 1) Makeup Tips & Tricks, Tutorials, Trends & How-To's - BOOK: 100 Makeup
Tips, Makeup tutorial for beginners Makeup Tutorial: A Manual On All The Secrets Artistry And
Application Of Makeup 101 Ways to Look Expensive on a Budget: Everything You Need to Know
to Become the Classiest Lady Ever 101 ways to look slimmer and taller: How to lengthen your
body and get a taller-appearing figure visually cutting off extra pounds through no-cost hints that
will make you look thinner and attractive



Beverly A, “What is an old lady doing reading this book??!!. Because I didn’t have the chutzpah
to be the “pretty girl” for the first six decades of my life, and if it’s true that “it’s never too late to be
who you are,” then I’m willing now to be the “Pretty Girl” that I didn’t have the self-esteem to be
earlier in my life! When I picked out this book, and started reading it, at first I thought that this
might be a mistake…..AND I kept reading anyway. What I found is that Bronwen Skye was
having a conversation with me….sharing herself and giving me the tools I could use to be my
naturally pretty self! Bronwen removes the stigma and mystic around the concept of pretty and
takes you on a journey that is both doable and motivating! I also gave this book to my 20 year
old daughter!  You can be pretty at any age and Bronwen Skye helps you “claim it!””

VistAs, “Empowering beauty advice for women. I loved her book. It may seem like obvious
beauty advice, but it isn't. Bronwen Skye explains what appears pretty by social perception.
Pretty is different from natural beauty. Not every lucky woman has natural beauty, but pretty is
something that's achievable because it has to do with aesthetics and sense of style.She writes
about trying different hair colors and the responses she got from her environment. She gives
advice on how to apply make up so it looks natural, which is not self-explanatory at all (we don't
know how to use it correctly unless we learn it somewhere. Seriously.) She describes essential
oil remedies for skin problems, which I love. I especially liked the idea of using topical
magnesium instead of Botox - I have never heard of it before.She goes over a brief summary of
basic clothing styles and explains how to accessorize skillfully.I love her point that being pretty is
what women make of themselves, not what nature dealt them, and she brings her point across
without lobbying for the physical perfection craze that leads women to judge themselves as
never measuring up.Her book is a nice reflection on bringing out one's inherent beauty without
obsessing or having to conform. I recommend reading it if you want to feel pretty and desirable
again and you're looking for a kick start for your own kind of beauty.”

Tropd, “Love this book!. I think that Bronwen hit the nail on the head with this book. I totally agree
with everything she writes about. Especially about grooming and hygiene. I also love how she
says a smile and being generous goes a long way. I’m 50 but already learned this in my 20s! I
read the book cover to cover in 2 hours and thoroughly enjoyed it. She is spot on and fabulous.
Being pretty really helps in all aspects of life. The good times and the bad times.”

JW, “Very useful book for achieving your best appearance. I like the fact that it doesn't rely on
inherent beauty that matches cultural preferences. It focuses on how anyone can learn to create
the most satisfying appearance. I tried many of her recommendations and immediately found
that others were complimenting me on aspects of my appearance that had mostly gone
unnoticed, especially as I've aged. It makes me feel good about myself when I want to do more
than throw on jeans and a tee with no makeup. I love how I've changed my evening looks for



when I go out with my husband. And I've started experimenting more and finding things that
work wonders that I never would have tried before. I was frankly surprised at how useful I've
found this book. Highly recommend for anyone who wants to feel more self-confident about
appearance.”

Ebook Library Reader, “There were some very valuable suggestions for improving your
appearance and what I liked about them was how thorough the author. This book is filled with
beauty tips from hair, makeup, diet, exercise--all the tips that are often talked about. There were
some very valuable suggestions for improving your appearance and what I liked about them was
how thorough the author was in each category--even discussing wigs and hair pieces. I also
liked that she used her own experiences to accentuate the points she was trying to make, but
what I really liked about this book was that the author went above and beyond the the physical
outward appearance. She spoke about what inside of us can make us feel pretty and that spoke
to me. She mentioned generosity, composure, poise, posture and smiling. My favorite was
attitude, especially uniqueness and acting like you're pretty. A really great book for the girl/
woman who wants to feel pretty inside and out!”

Angela, “A breath of fresh air. I really enjoyed this book and am grateful to the author. Excellent
style tips and several chapters about the inner games, so it is not just about external beauty.
Some of the advice resonated with dale carnegies classic book "How to win friends..". I am a
woman in my 40's so don't think that this book is only for young girls. It has good advice for any
age, and can be applied to men also. This book is a short read but well worth the purchase and I
highly recommend.”

Sue D, “Honest and Refreshingly Different.. I never usually write reviews on Amazon, naughty, I
know but I'm a busy mum. But this is, so so well written and even for an 'old timer' at knowing
many beauty tricks and also the benefit of being a Makeup Artist, I still found much in here that
had me pleasantly surprised. And it's refreshing to find such a brilliant vocabulary utilised in a
guide such as this; a really enjoyable read and one I will re-read when I have the time. Thanks!”

Tracy Campbell, “NEW TIPS FOR PRETTY GIRLS. I purchased "Pretty Girl" to learn new tricks.
Not only is this book packed with awesome tips and advice, author Bronwen Skye will have you
in stitches with her upbeat and personal writing style. Grab a copy today and become that
"pretty girl" you were meant to be ... inside and out.”

The book by Bronwen Skye has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 144 people have provided feedback.
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